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NewsWerks is a publication of Iowa Chapter BMW CCA,
and is in no way associated with BMW AG. The contents
featured herein shall remain the property of the chapter.
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Please submit material suitable for publication to the Newsletter Editor at the email address above.
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President’s
Corner

Each year the National Board holds elections for the Board of Directors. Regional Vice-Presidents are
elected for three year terms that rotate so the entire Board does not turn over each year. This year the
North Central Region is open and our current RVP, Tim Beechuk, is not running after serving two terms.
Therefore, I have decided to run for the National Board and my statement will be published in the Roundel
in the near future.
After joining the BMW CCA in 1999, I was elected to the Iowa Chapter Board of Directors in 2005 and was
elected President in 2011, which is the position I currently hold. I am also one of two Assistant Regional
Vice-Presidents to the current RVP.
Gaining valuable leadership experience since I joined the Iowa Board of Directors, I feel the time is right to
offer my expertise and knowledge to the National Board of Directors.
I feel the duty of the Regional Vice-President is to represent all chapters and members of the region to the
National Board. The Regional Vice-President should communicate Board decisions to Chapters and
members when major decisions affect Chapters and members involving regional and National events. The
Regional Vice-President should also promote Chapter growth and retention, which includes strong support
of Chapter, regional and National events. The Regional Vice-President should be the liaison between the
National Board to the local Chapters in order to maintain positive and visionary leadership to build strong
and healthy Chapters.
During my tenure as President, the Iowa Chapter achieved the #1 ranking for all Chapters in the North
Central Region in a 2013 National BMW CCA survey. The Iowa Chapter historically ranks in the top five
for all National chapters in member retention since the inception of member retention programs, which
include Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and YouTube, maintained by our Social Media Committee.
In an effort to serve all of our members in Iowa, I worked to create a sub-chapter to better serve our
members in the extreme Eastern area of Iowa.
The Iowa Chapter has been a strong supporter of Street Survival, Longest Day Driving School, monthly
social gatherings and a strong selection of quarterly tech sessions.

Cover shot: Mike Williams’ 2014 640i Sport Edition with Individual paint – Moonstone Metallic.
Picture taken on the Tail of the Dragon in North Carolina on the way back from Performance Center
delivery, spring 2014. Front plate is from Euro Delivery before car shipped to Performance Center.
Iowa Chapter BMW CCA - WWW.BMWIA.ORG
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2021 Events Planning Meeting
Saturday, November 14, 1:00 PM
It is the time of year again to plan the 2021 car club calendar of events. Unfortunately, due to the present
Covid situation, our Board of Directors has decided to hold a “virtual” meeting this year.
The meeting will occur with the same type of delivery, with a review of past events and open the discussion
for future events. The meeting will be chaired by Alison Bell with input from all participants on the
connection link provided.
The meeting will occur at 1pm on November 14 via GoToMeeting. Please RSVP to alison.bell@bmwia.org
if you plan to attend the planning meeting. A link to this conference call will be provided for those who
RSVP for the meeting. We hope to hear from many of you about the vision of our future events.

Want to see your car on the cover of NewsWerks?
Send us that beauty shot of your ride, and it just may become a cover model! Email picture files (any standard picture
format) with a short description of the car and salient features of the photo to Becky at newsletter@bmwia.org.

Attention - All With Social Media Skills!!
Your chapter is looking to have more of a presence in social media, so we are looking for a member who can start and
manage an Instagram account for the chapter. It would be great to get more exposure. Please contact Becky at
newsletter@bmwia.org.
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Jolly Holiday Lights
Drive
Saturday, December 19

By Rick Talbot
Jolly Holiday Lights - Adventureland Park, Saturday, December 19 !!!
The Iowa Chapter, BMW CCA will be meeting just west of the Adventureland Park in the parking lot of the
former Burger King (3300 9th St NW, Altoona, IA 50009) at 4:45pm Saturday evening to participate in the
benefit for Make-A-Wish of Iowa. (Note that while the event is advertised to start at 5:30pm, experience
tells us cars proceed at 5pm; better for us to be early).
This year's event will be the fourth held at this new location, with 100% of the $20.00 per car entry fee going
to grant wishes for Iowa kids. Last year it was a great experience and those who attended felt it a unique
experience from previous years' events at Waterworks Park. Kick off your holiday season with friends
enjoying the 2.5 mile drive and the over 100 illuminated holiday displays while benefitting a great cause for
kids. More info on the event can be found here: https://iowa.wish.org/news-and-events/calendar-ofevents/november/event-detail-page
Tickets may be purchased in advance beginning in November at Hy Vee or Casey's or online now prior to
November 25th for a discounted price of $15.00 per car https://app.tikly.co/events/3480.
RSVP: Please let Rick Talbot (rickminir59@gmail.com) know if you're planning on attending so we can
have an idea of the number of cars to expect. He will then send you the required waiver form for you to
print in color and bring with you to the event. This will help to minimize social contact. Because of the
unknown situation concerning COVID19, there is no planned group dinner but folks are welcome to decide
on their own after-drive dinner arrangements.

Iowa Chapter BMW CCA - WWW.BMWIA.ORG
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Iowa Chapter’s Fall Color Drive
Saturday, October 17th
By Rick Talbot
‘Twas the Night (oops! Day) BEFORE Christmas (oops #2 - the first snowfall)……and 25 members of the Iowa
Chapter gathered in their fi�een vehicles at BMW of Des Moines to begin their journey to the Amana Colonies.
Temps finally hit 60+ degrees with overcast skies on a very windy Saturday. While the weather was not the sunny
70 degrees of the previous weekend, neither did we “enjoy” heavy rain nor Sunday morning’s light snowfall.
BMW of Des Moines hosted our morning organiza�onal mee�ng and the showroom was a nice, warm se�ng.
Thank you, Kiera Harris, Service Manager at BMW of Des Moines!
The route took us on a leisurely path from BMW of Des Moines via I-80-I35 to Hwy 6 and on towards the morning
“pit stop” off Hwy 30 in Marshalltown. We then re-entered Hwy 30 heading east towards our star�ng point near
Montour on the Iowa Scenic River Valley route https://www.traveliowa.com/trails/iowa-valley-scenic-byway/8/
which took us along curvy roads featuring Fall Colors to the Amanas. Upon arrival in the Amanas just before
lunch�me, we congregated at the Millstream Brau Haus parking lot for a group photo and to celebrate Mike
Williams’ birthday. Seems just like at BMW CCA’s 2019 Oktoberfest in Greenville, SC, Mike likes to celebrate
birthdays at club ac�vi�es! Happy birthday, Mike! Therea�er, everyone was free to explore the Amanas on their
own as no group lunch was planned due to social distancing concerns.
Thanks to event organizers Rick & Kathy Talbot and Dale & Peg Rupp. Kudos as well to Chris Kjellmark who was
“volunteered” to lead the second group of cars on short no�ce. The photos accompanying this ar�cle were taken
by Chris Kjellmark, Jon Tiemeyer and David Trachtenberg. Thank you!
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Ho, Ho, Ho,…it IS the Season!
By Rick Talbot
Listening to this evening’s news (as of 10/15!), the forecast is for a freeze warning. I can almost hear my
summer performance tires asking for a tire blanket!
While many may drive all year long in Iowa on “all season” (or…is that “no season”?) tires; air temperatures
certainly affect the performance of our tires. ALL tires react to lower outside air temperatures…. resulting
in air pressure losses of 1 psi for every 10 degrees F decrease in the ambient temperature. Those of us
with summer performance tires will also suffer from a significant loss of traction and rock-hard ride quality
as they are not designed for use in winter temperatures of less than 40 degrees. In essence, their rubber
reacts more like hard plastic during the winter season. Because of both their rubber compound and tread
design, they’ll have little or virtually no traction on wet, cold roads or especially when that “white stuff”
begins to fall from the sky.
So, if you drive on all-season tires, definitely check your tire pressures regularly (before beginning to drive
on them). When the outside temperatures decline; your tires will want more air added. You’ll also want to
check your tires for uneven wear or marginal tread depth. Replacing worn or old tires before winter is a
great time to benefit by fresh rubber with full tread depth for getting you through (and stopping on) the
snow. Major tire manufacturers recommend replacing tires, regardless of tire depth, if they’re older than 6
years. Rubber deteriorates naturally over time with exposure to sun and ozone.
If you’re like me and have summer tires, you’ll want (or really NEED) to change them to either all-season
or better yet, a dedicated set of winter tires.
Tire Rack (www.tirerack.com) is a long-time sponsor of
many BMW CCA activities including BMW Club Racing.
They are the title sponsor of the Tire Rack Street Survival
program for young teen drivers. Their website is an
excellent resource for tire information…not to mention a
source to purchase all your tire, wheel and related needs.
See this link for everything you might want to know about
preparing for Ole Man Winter: https://www.tirerack.com/
winter/tech/index.jsp. I’ve been a Tire Rack customer for
many, many years, having purchased all season, summer
performance, autocross, and winter tires either mounted by
Tire Rack on new wheels or having the tires drop-shipped
to preferred local installers. Their website is a fantastic
resource for Tire Rack tire reviews (they have their own test
track) as well as end-user reviews, with info sortable by tire
manufacturer, tire performance category, and or/ specific
vehicle. I’ve found their staff very knowledgeable and
friendly, and typically, delivery is within 1-2 days of your
order as they now have 9 regional warehouses; one as
close as Minneapolis.
Remember…your tires are the only item providing your
vehicle’s traction enabling acceleration, turning and
braking. Have the right “shoes” on your vehicle for the
season!
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2020 Fall Tech Session
By Dave Brighton
After a long break from in-person Club activities, the Iowa Chapter met at Merrill Axle and Wheel in downtown Des Moines for a tech session on October 3, where Steven and Dave demonstrated and described
the fascinating and unique work performed there.
A nice crowd of BMW CCA members gathered for breakfast goodies of donuts, bagels and coffee provided
by Ruth.
Steven and Dave gave an overview of the assortment of services performed by Merrill, such as alignments,
frame straightening, brake work and other general service. Steven reported he has probably completed
more than 35,000 alignments since he started work there. Steven is now the third generation to operate
the business. A donor car was provided by the club to have an alignment so the members in attendance
can see what is involved with, and the technical points of aligning a suspension.
This was our second visit to Merrill in the last several years and it is always one of our most informative
tech sessions.

Iowa Chapter BMW CCA - WWW.BMWIA.ORG
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Clutch Moments...
By Bryan McCoy
We have had connections with Kelton for ten years now. His first car was an Audi Quattro in need of
maintenance for less than $1k. It got him started in car repair. Within a year, a spring clip in the
transmission came loose allowing the reverse idler gear to run amok among its friends, punching holes in
the side of the transmission. We were able to drive it home despite the large puddle of oil on the ground
as most of the forward gears still worked.
Kelton's first major maintenance was that transmission change. Kelton took the car to Detroit where he
lived for a year while in school. A friend kept pestering him to teach him to drive a clutch. An hour and a
half and a lot of smoke later there was no longer a clutch. A round trip from Cedar Rapids to Detroit with
a flat trailer and the second major maintenance happened.
Next came his first BMW, a white salvage title 318. He corrected a few things from the previous accident
and was able to drive it to California. He had it there for about a year when there was a bit of an interaction
with the stopped vehicle in front of him... at about fifty miles per hour. He only told us that he was having
so much fun using his new motorcycle. It always comes down to asking the right questions...
Currently he has joined the Army and is studying to be a nurse at Walter Reed Hospital. For the last six
months he would send me Craigslist ads for various cars with hardly more than one line, “what do you think
about this one?” He looked at E-30s in need of lots of work and often multi color. I would remind him that
all the tools he owned were still in California, he had no space to store let alone work on a project car. He
priced having an E36 shipped from Florida to DC as well as from other parts of the country.
About a month ago he settled on a 2001 E46 325i. It too had a
minor wrinkle on the front right, but otherwise was quite clean. I was
traveling for work out near the Shenandoah National Forest and
with an open Sunday, and Kelton drove it down to take us hiking in
the beautiful hills. As he drove, I was concerned that his clutch
wasn't well. The engine was taking several seconds to pull down to
vehicle speed after a shift. This was really grating on me and I
wasn't going to say anything until I looked over at his feet and
realized that his foot came off the pedal right away. Uh-Oh. Kelton,
how long has it been doing that? Doing what? We were driving in
the hills and I asked him to up-shift to fifth and add throttle. Yup, the
engine flared. Very Bad Sign. Kelton, your clutch may not make it
to the end of the week if you don't immediately start driving with NO
more added power then absolutely necessary and the lowest
reasonable gear. We finished our hiking, and he limped the car
back to Walter Reed, having to shift out of high several times to
keep the engine engaged with the wheels.
My work assignment moved me to Cape Charles on the
Chesapeake Bay Peninsula and Kelton found a Do-It-Yourself
garage only twenty minutes from where I was working, but three
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hours away for him. The following weekend he
booked Saturday at the shop, had a new clutch kit,
and a friend Toby to help. When signing the release to
work in the shop, the owner found out I was from Iowa
and asked if I had driven all the way out here to help
my kid change his clutch. How nice of you. Except
that wasn't quite how it was. The three of us were able
to accomplish all of the difficult parts to the point of
reassembly, but in addition to the clutch, the dual mass
flywheel was cooked. The slipping clutch had put so
much heat into the flywheel that the dampening
material was gone and the face of the flywheel had
burnt spots which would be high. This would cause
the new clutch disk to grab and not have good contact
for managing the torque. Kelton was able to find a
flywheel by the next day. Kelton, Toby, and the
experienced help in the shop were able to bolt it all
back together without me, as work prevented my
return.
Toby, a computer science/musician, had never done
much under the hood of a car. It was a very positive
learning experience for him. Other than being
intimidated by not knowing the names of objects like
'drive shaft', 'hanger bearing', and 'shift linkage', Toby
was quick to figure out when all these holes line up
like all those holes, you can put this stuff back
together. He found it all quite logical. I suspect those
two are now happily hooning once again. Some
questions maybe you don't need to ask....
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If you have a car in need, don't let it lay in wait
by Bryan McCoy
It isn't a surprise to you that when cars set around they deteriorate. It could be mice, or squirrels or rust or
flat tires but there is always something. A friend in Cedar Rapids has a son in Indianola with an F-150 that
suffered an engine failure. I am in Des Moines and closer to the son than the dad in CR so he asked if I
would help with an engine change. I am willing to do this sort of thing as long as the owner is willing to
actually work on the project. I will train and encourage, but the owner has to have skin in the game. We'll
call the son Joe, and he knows what a wrench is but had yet to be introduced to an intake manifold.
The truck had been sitting in a yard waiting for help for eight months. The length of time is an issue, but
the vehicle had come off the road in the winter, complete with the typical road salt. It had one very flat and
three very low tires. The failure was an engine bearing due to lack of lubrication. The underside from the
badly leaking front seal all the way to the rear of the truck was slick with oil. This dark and dirty occlusive
bandage may have helped stave off some of the underside degradation but it does force a good deal of
time in front of the utility sink after working and your clothes will never be the same.
When he parked the truck it had a horrible clatter, and friction had increased to the point it could no longer
idle. After sitting all winter cooling off, with a jump, the truck did start and run well enough to get out of the
yard and onto the trailer under its own noisy power. The brakes were rusted to the rotors so rocking back
and forth until the wheels freed up was required. The alternator, another object with rotating bare iron next
to fixed bare iron was also rusted solid. When the engine caught, the serpentine belt screamed for several
seconds unable to spin the rotor. The belt gave up its effort by parting, becoming a long straight piece
instead of a loop. That straight piece of belt later became useful one more time as a strap wrench to hold
the water pump pulley when trying to remove the fan from the water pump. There isn't enough room to get
either the fan or the fan shroud out of the truck independently. The fan has to be unscrewed from the water
pump, and the fan and the fan shroud come out together. Getting the fan and radiator out of the truck
makes enough room to work in the engine bay. The engine is set far enough back that climbing in and
sitting on the battery box is the right way to attack the problem. This gets you at the right height as the
truck is on jack stands and well off the ground to facilitate the underside work.
Unbolting the big part and bolting in a new big part is cheaper and easier than rebuilding a tired engine. I
have great respect for the accuracy of factory assembly, so I prefer a youthful used engine from a recycler
over doing a rebuild. Unbolting the big part requires unbolting a lot of small parts which surround the big
part. These small parts after sitting eight months were challenging. Often heat and more destructive methods of dismemberment are required. It took Joe two evenings to disconnect the two exhaust pipes from
the headers. He started with penetrating oil and grippy things, then hammer and chisel, a die grinder with
carbide burr, and finally finishing off the last bolt with a sawzall. The pipes were only held on by four nuts,
nuts which looked nothing like nuts when he started and even less like a nuts when he finished.
The castings which hold the accessories, air conditioning pump, power steering pump, the frozen alternator, etc. were also held on with hardware that had seized to the head. We heated and conjoled, but still
managed to break three out of six bolts. Fortunately we could just replace the bolts and keep the castings
leaving the broken bits stuck in the dead engine.
Joe and I were two weeks of off and on evenings getting the old engine out, but only a evening getting the
new engine in. Things go much easier with clean bolts and an open place to put them.
Getting the new engine in did not mean it was running. It actually surprises me how often bolting up a 'new'
engine and turning the key is all that is required. The new motor almost always starts right up usually
before I actually want it to start. I gave the owner the privilege of getting that first crank, but crank was all
it did. OK. Start checking things. In the back behind the intake and up against the firewall the large connector for the fuel injectors was not plugged in. Still nothing but a cranking no-start condition. Time to think
harder, and review what we know. The ODBII didn't record any faults, the fuel pump could be heard
whirring in the tank, and the previous engine did drive the truck into the shop. Time for some quick gross
checks. We sprayed in a small squirt of ether into a vacuum line. If the engine is going to run, it will run
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on ether. It did run and sounded very good. This test tells us that lots of sensors are hooked up correctly,
the all important crank angle sensor, the cam position sensor and all the ignition circuitry are correct and
there were no new fault codes. What is left is only a lack of fuel. This motor has one fuel line to the
injection rail. There is no return fuel line to the tank. I pulled the fuel line off the injection rail. It released
a large puff of air showing plenty of pressure and horrible smelling varnished gas. The fuel rail has an
unused fuel return connector, so I placed a hose on this connection and let the fuel pump run, filling and
flushing the fuel rail. Nice fresh gas came out. The plug that had been in the fuel rail was thick with
varnish. Under the assumption that ALL the injectors were plugged with varnish, I ran the engine on only
small squirts of ether so the injectors could rattle a while. The engine then came to life although with an
obvious miss. The idle air controller and engine computer will open the ports enough to get the engine to
run at idle speed, regardless of how many cylinders are actually operating. Honestly it didn't sound too
bad. But if you put any load on the motor, even by unhooking the battery charger so the alternator loads
the motor or putting the automatic transmission in gear it is obvious that you are missing more than a few
cylinders. Another afternoon was spent taking the intake manifold off and exchanging the injection rail
with the rail from the original motor. After the change out came a good running truck. A few days of short
drives around the block to identify other needed repairs and the truck was off to Indianola.
So ends another educational opportunity showing a young man the magic that exists under the hood.
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New Members
Christopher Knauer

Asbury

Shivon Abdullah

Bettendorf

Cody J. Von Stein

Cedar Rapids

to the sponsors of the 2020 Annual Dinner!
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